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Your team today

Where are you joining from? 
What’s your background,
or better yet… what is your 
design superpower?

Who are you?



The Problem
About us
Opportunities: Product
Q&A section
Opportunities: Business
Q&A section
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Do you feel you or your 
company is committed
to sustainable practices? 
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THE PROBLEM

Have you ever pitched a more 
sustainable design solution to
a client and have it rejected? 

BUILDING A TOOLKIT FOR CHANGE

Main Issues 
that arise 
when talking 
about 
sustainable 
design

51%

No

49%

Yes

24%

No

76%

Yes

What is the biggest barrier 
keeping you from creating more 
sustainable design solutions?

DUE TO

Cost

Out of reach tech & knowledge

LACK OF

Investment

Resources

Time

Buy-in

01

02

03

04



06 

Aspire

Do you regard innovation-led 
growth as critical, and do you 
have cascaded targets that 
reflect this?

Do you invest in a coherent, 
time- and risk-balanced 
portfolio of initiatives with 
sufficient resources to win?

Do you have differentiated 
business, market, and tech 
insights that translate into 
winning value propositions?

Do you create new
business models that
provide defensible and 
scalable profit sources?

01 Choose02 Discover03 Evolve04 

Accelerate

Do you beat the competition 
by developing and launching 
innovations quickly and 
effectively?

Do you launch innovations at 
the right scale in the relevant 
markets and segments?

Do you win by creating
and capitalizing on external 
networks?

05 Scale Extend07 

Are you people motivated, 
rewarded, and organized to 
innovate repeatedly?

Mobilize08 
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8 Essentials of Innovation
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Aspire The “want” to be an 
innovative company

What specifically are you doing which 
reflects your company’s interest
in innovation? What programs are 
running? What amount of investment
is allocated for innovation projects?

The level of “Aspiration” directly 
influences the performance of all 
other areas…
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Choose Making clear bets

No company can allocate useful 
budgets to all of it’s innovation projects. 
Clear decisions need to be made about 
what projects in the portfolio are going 
to be worked on, and follow that 
decision with clear investment that can 
make the project real and successful.

It is risky to choose but it is better
than spreading your (usually) 10%
of investment budget onto all your 
project portfolio.
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Discover Insights: where good 
ideas come from

Usually there is never a shortage of 
ideas. Only a shortage of good ideas…
What makes a good idea? If it’s based 
on solid insights. 

Good ideas solve real problems… 
go out and find your customers 
problems and ideas will surely come.
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About us
A brief introduction
to what we do
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Hola, we are Nacar
We integrate business 
requirements and customer 
needs that drive design 
strategies for products, 
services and businesses 
across multiple sectors.
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Born in Barcelona.
Global reach.
We approach our client’s challenges with a 
global mindset. This is a selection of national 
and international companies we’ve collaborated 
with across multiple sectors since 2006.

History
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An agile and international 
team of over 70 creative 
professionals.

We are design strategists, researchers, 
product and UX/UI designers, engineers, 
and overall creatives in continuous 
growth to provide always our best.

Multidisciplinary
Born and based in Barcelona 
impassioned by our team from over
15 different cultures around the globe.

International



Located in Palo Alto, an old factory 
in Poblenou district fully restored 
and converted into studios and 
workshops for designers and artists. 

Our creative hub
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Strategic 
Design

01 Ecosystem02 Collaboration03 Business 
Impact

04 

We shape compelling user 
experiences by designing 
seamless ecosystems of 
physical and digital products. 

We collaborate with our 
clients, integrating their 
strategies, people’s needs 
and technologies into the 
best viable, feasible and 
desirable solutions.

Align with business strategic 
objectives and measure 
results for all size companies 
and teams. 

Envisioning possible futures 
by challenging assumptions 
guide us with rigor along the 
creative process to create 
value and shape by design.

4 Pillars to Drive the Change
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Research 
and Insights
Understand behaviours to discover 
what people want and need.

Design and 
Business Strategy
Stay relevant and influence your market
by developing your companies positioning 
and core insight.

Services

Product and 
Service Design
Design services that meet customer needs 
and products that enable the delivery of 
that service.

Innovation 
Management

Accelerate the adoption of new innovation 
methods to increase organizational 
performance.

Technology Connect people, services and products 
through smart solutions to transform 
industries.
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Successful innovations that intersect 
feasibility, viability and desirability 
encompassed by sustainable design… 
to build a more circular firm.

Working towards
a triple bottom line
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BUILDING A TOOLKIT FOR CHANGE OPPORTUNITIES: PRODUCT

Discovering opportunities 
for change by analyzing 
your product and service
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The butterfly 
diagram
A tool to visualize what paths your 
product goes through during its life.

Biological & Technical life cycle

OPPORTUNITIES: PRODUCT
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BUILDING A TOOLKIT FOR CHANGE

Can the user maintain  it themselves?

iFixit bases its business model on rating 
the self-repairability of products, 
tutorials and toolkit sales.

Maintain

OPPORTUNITIES: PRODUCT

IFIXIT Company
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Can the product be reused?

Ubeeqo: A car sharing service maximising 
efficient use time of the product without 
user ownership

Reuse

OPPORTUNITIES: PRODUCT

Ubeeqo Car Sharing
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Can the product be sent to manufacturer to be 
upgraded or refurbished?

Upgradeable designs, modularity and 
replaceability as standard in Industrial markets.

Remanufacture

OPPORTUNITIES: PRODUCT

Correa machine  by Nacar
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Can the product be easily recycled?

Recycle

OPPORTUNITIES: PRODUCT
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Can the product be easily recycled?

Did you know black plastic cannot be “seen” 
by almost all recycling facilities globally?

Recycle

OPPORTUNITIES: PRODUCT
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Can the product be used in other applications?

Cascading biological waste through other 
applications like old coffee grounds to grow 
mushrooms

Cascades
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A complicated field which designers traditionally 
know little about. Example: compostable bags

Biochem. Feedstock & 
soil restoration
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Let’s hear 
what you think

OPPORTUNITIES: PRODUCT
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BUILDING A TOOLKIT FOR CHANGE

What if I don’t know the 
distribution? Congrats!
You discovered an important 
question to answer.target 
your research on.

But what if my product is 
more complex than a 
charger... 

Let’s answer this

OPPORTUNITIES: PRODUCT
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BUILDING A TOOLKIT FOR CHANGE

Let’s hear 
what you think

OPPORTUNITIES: PRODUCT
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My product The product / 
service

01 The inner 
ecosystem

02 The outer 
ecosystem

03 

The product itself as a 
whole

Can you split the product 
into functional areas. 
What are those?

What are the things 
around your product that 
you can influence?

OPPORTUNITIES: PRODUCT
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The product / 
service

01 

What’s its purpose?

How does it serve its 
purpose?

OPPORTUNITIES: PRODUCT
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The product / 
service

01 

OPPORTUNITIES: PRODUCT
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The inner 
ecosystem

02 

OPPORTUNITIES: PRODUCT

What’s its purpose?

How does it serve its 
purpose?
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The inner 
ecosystem

02 

OPPORTUNITIES: PRODUCT
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The outer 
ecosystem

03 

What’s its purpose?

How does it serve its 
purpose?

OPPORTUNITIES: PRODUCT
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The outer 
ecosystem

03 

OPPORTUNITIES: PRODUCT
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BUILDING A TOOLKIT FOR CHANGE OPPORTUNITIES: PRODUCT

Move towards the 
inner circles
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IT GETS MAINTAINED01 
You extend how long a product or 
material stays in use. This might mean 
offering a product as a service, as in 
car sharing schemes.

IT GETS REUSED02 IT GETS REMANUFACTURED03 IT GETS RECYCLED04 
You design a product that can be 
easily repaired or upgraded to 
prolong use.

Your product returns to the 
manufacturer after use to have any 
necessary components replaced 
before reentering the market.

You design a product that is made 
from pure materials, standardised to 
be recycled and returned to a raw 
natural state.

How might this be possible for my 
product?

What would be needed or is 
standing in my way? Why does it not 
already exist?

OPPORTUNITIES: PRODUCT

How might this be possible for my 
product?

How might this be possible for my 
product?

How might this be possible for my 
product?

What would be needed or is 
standing in my way? Why does it not 
already exist?

What would be needed or is 
standing in my way? Why does it not 
already exist?

What would be needed or is 
standing in my way? Why does it not 
already exist?
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What is 
the result 
of all this?

· Many circular opportunities which
  are a great basis for client co-creation 
  sessions
· First ideas that can be incredibly 
  beneficial for your client
· Many targeted questions for you client 
  to answer to understand what is really
  a circular path forward
· Exercising your circular brain and  
  building new skills

OPPORTUNITIES: PRODUCT
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When does
it make sense 
to start this?

We recommend to use this toolkit 
before the research phase ends 
and the concept phase starts.

OPPORTUNITIES: PRODUCT
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Discovering opportunities 
for change by analyzing 
your business

OPPORTUNITIES: BUSINESS



Extractive
business methods
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BUILDING A TOOLKIT FOR CHANGE

Regenerative
Business methods

OPPORTUNITIES: BUSINESS



Extractive
business methods
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Regenerative
Business methods

OPPORTUNITIES: BUSINESS



Extractive
business methods
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Regenerative
Business methods

OPPORTUNITIES: BUSINESS

What other 
differences can you 
find between these 

companies?



Extractive
business methods
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Regenerative
Business methods

OPPORTUNITIES: BUSINESS

fast growth sustainable 
growth
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BUILDING A TOOLKIT FOR CHANGE OPPORTUNITIES: BUSINESS

+fast growth sustainable 
growth
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How can you find circular 
opportunities for your 
business? 

Our toolkit should help out.
Let’s answer this

OPPORTUNITIES: BUSINESS
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Sustainable 
change for your 
inner ecosystem

OPPORTUNITIES: BUSINESS

YOUR COMPANY
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EMPLOYEES

Mapping the 
stakeholders and 
the values being 
exchanged in your 
company

OWNER

OPPORTUNITIES: BUSINESS
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What are the values 
being exchanged?

OPPORTUNITIES: BUSINESS

EMPLOYEES

OWNER
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BUILDING A TOOLKIT FOR CHANGE

What are the values 
being exchanged?

OPPORTUNITIES: BUSINESS

EMPLOYEES

OWNER
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BUILDING A TOOLKIT FOR CHANGE

What are the values 
being exchanged?

OPPORTUNITIES: BUSINESS

EMPLOYEES

OWNER
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What values could 
be exchanged for 
a sustainable long 
term relation?

OPPORTUNITIES: BUSINESS

EMPLOYEES

OWNER
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What values could 
be exchanged for 
a sustainable long 
term relation?

OPPORTUNITIES: BUSINESS

EMPLOYEES

OWNER
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BUILDING A TOOLKIT FOR CHANGE

What values could 
be exchanged for 
a sustainable long 
term relation?

OPPORTUNITIES: BUSINESS

EMPLOYEES

OWNER



BUILDING A TOOLKIT FOR CHANGE

HolaLuz & 
Cooltra

OPPORTUNITIES: BUSINESS
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BUILDING A TOOLKIT FOR CHANGE

Sustainable 
change for your 
outer ecosystem

OPPORTUNITIES: BUSINESS

YOUR COMPANY
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BUILDING A TOOLKIT FOR CHANGE

Discover value exchange 
for long term partnership 
between your company, 
client & the communities 
around them

OPPORTUNITIES: BUSINESS

YOUR COMPANY



BUILDING A TOOLKIT FOR CHANGE

Ben & Jerry’s
and Greyston 
Bakery

OPPORTUNITIES: BUSINESS
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What if we invested more in direct partnership between us 
and this (external or internal) stakeholder. Instead of two 
entities, see them as one, growing stronger together. What 
forms of collaboration could that be? 
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THE PROBLEMBUILDING A TOOLKIT FOR CHANGE

You mapped the 
stakeholders in 
your ecosystem? 
Now find circular 
opportunities!

What if we implemented some of these ideas, how might 
that bring benefit for these (ext or int) stakeholders? Focus 
on generating circular value, not just financial gain (Increase 
in productivity? Education for the community?)

What would be needed or is standing in the way of this 
idea? Why is this not already happening?



What if we invested more in direct partnership between us 
and this (external or internal) stakeholder. Instead of two 
entities, see them as one, growing stronger together. What 
forms of collaboration could that be? 
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THE PROBLEMBUILDING A TOOLKIT FOR CHANGE

You mapped the 
stakeholders in 
your ecosystem? 
Now find circular 
opportunities!

What if we implemented some of these ideas, how might 
that bring benefit for these (ext or int) stakeholders? Focus 
on generating circular value, not just financial gain (Increase 
in productivity? Education for the community?)

What would be needed or is standing in the way of this 
idea? Why is this not already happening?



What if we invested more in direct partnership between us 
and this (external or internal) stakeholder. Instead of two 
entities, see them as one, growing stronger together. What 
forms of collaboration could that be? 
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THE PROBLEMBUILDING A TOOLKIT FOR CHANGE

You mapped the 
stakeholders in 
your ecosystem? 
Now find circular 
opportunities!

What if we implemented some of these ideas, how might 
that bring benefit for these (ext or int) stakeholders? Focus 
on generating circular value, not just financial gain (Increase 
in productivity? Education for the community?)

What would be needed or is standing in the way of this 
idea? Why is this not already happening?
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BUILDING A TOOLKIT FOR CHANGE

Thank you all
That’s a wrap

Q&A SECTION



Get in 
touch 

Nacar Design
+34 93 476 29 86
30, E1, Pellaires St. Palo Alto, 08019 
Barcelona, Spain  

www.nacardesign.com

Valentina Marun
Design Strategist
v.marun@nacardesign.com

Bernd Karlsboeck
Innovation & Industrial Design
bernd.k@nacardesign.com



What are the opportunities we found that we want
to continue ideating on? Revisit the opportunities
you discovered today and not them here.

Who are the key players and collaborators we need
to make this happen?

What forces are working for us/supporting us in this
project? How can we amplify these forces?

What’s working against us? How do we plan
to address these challenges?

What impact do you hope to have with opportunity?
(set a small and achievable goal)

What are the things we still have to answer before
continuing? Who can answer these questions and
how do we get in contact?

Discover:
Regenerative
Business
Discover regenerative
business opportunities
in your internal &
external ecosystem

Step 1

This workshop is all about finding opportunities
for sustainable long term value exchange between
stakeholder, instead of extracting value from them
in order to grow.
In order to get a better understanding about this,
have a look at this video in which we explain what
we mean when we mention regenerative value
exchange and extractive methods.

Format
participants

facilitator

5

1

This tool was created by Nacar Design
multidisciplinar team. If you have any questions
or feedback regarding the tool, please do not
hesitate to contact info@nacardesign.com

Digital:

· We recommend loading the pdf into a Miro or Mural board
  and working directly on the slides on the boards.
· Upload the file pdf into Miro or Mural, then right click the file
  and click the unpack symbol above. This will load all pdf slides 
  separately in HQ.
· Facilitator can share their audio with participants while screen 
  sharing. A bit of music helps during the calm (brain) storms.
· Breaks are as important digitally as they are in presencial 
  workshops!

Workshop index
· Introduction to the topic of regenerative business practices:
  Done by facilitator
· Define the inner ecosystem, map their interactions and find 
  opportunities:
  Collaboratively mapping stakeholders and their interactions 5 mins;
  Silent Storm (individual brainstorming opportunities for 10 mins.   
  Followed by sharing);
  Sharing ideas 15 mins
· Define the outer ecosystem, map their interactions and find 
  opportunities:
  Collaboratively mapping stakeholders and their interactions 10 mins;
  Silent Storm (individual brainstorming opportunities for 10 mins.   
  Followed by sharing);
  Sharing ideas 15 mins
· Imagining partnerships:
  Collaboratively pick a stakeholder from the outer ecosystem 5mins;
  Silent Storm (individual brainstorming opportunities for 10 mins. 
  Followed by sharing);
  Sharing ideas 15 mins 
· What next: Collaborative conversational session 

Face-to-face:

· Print the pages on A3 and have post its and pens ready.
· Bring snacks
· If you are doing this during the COVID pandemic (or any other 
  apocalyptic virus scenario): To ensure social distancing we 
  recommend projecting the Miro board onto the wall and 
  everyone collaborating in a large well ventilated room. This 
  facilitates conversation without crossing paths, sharing pens etc.

Timing
A total of 2,5h. (more complexity=more time) (3h with breaks)

· Introduction: To the topic and the concept of regenerative 
  business methods 15 min
· The inner ecosystem: 30 min (5 min, 10 min ideating, 15 min sharing)
· The outer ecosystem: 30 min (5 min, 10 min ideating, 15 min sharing) 
· Imagining partnerships: 30 min (5 min, 10 min ideating, 15 min sharing)
· What next: 30 min, Revisit and pick opportunities 10 min, define 
  next steps 20 min

Don’t forget breaks & snacks in between

Intro into workshop &
regenerative business methods

Step 2

Start out by looking at your company as a whole
and write it down in the circle. Next look at the
inner ecosystem of your company. What are
the stakeholders in your current company? Think
(owners, employees, marketing department, HR
department, assistances, interns, etc.)

01 Define your product

What are the values being exchanged between
these stakeholders at the moment. Draw arrows
between the stakeholders and write the values
that move between stakeholders.

02 Map value exchange

Do the values you already see look like they
support long term collaboration between the
stakeholders? Are they moving the company
towards a more sustainable, regenerative model?
Now is your chance to ideate and create values
between the stakeholders that spark strong long
term collaboration and generate fair value.

(Think: employee ownership, life long learning
programs, what could your employees and
departments value other than money)

03 Create sustainable
value exchange

YOUR COMPANY

Step 3

Start out by looking at your company as a whole
and write it down in the circle. Next look at the
inner ecosystem of your company. What are the
stakeholders in your company? Think: owners,
employees, marketing department, HR department,
assistances, interns, etc.

01 Define your product

Step 4

Pick a stakeholder that you
feel you could collaborative
best with and could help
your company most
become more sustainable
and regenerative.

What if we invested in direct
partnerships between the
two parties. Instead of two
separate entities see them
as one growing stronger
together towards a
sustainable future. What
forms could this take?

A

If you implemented some
of these ideas, how might
that improve productivity
for the partner?

B

What benefits could this
bring to your own internal
ecosystem (think about
how this positively affects
your employees, etc.)

C

What would be needed
or is standing in the way?
Why is this not already
happening?

D

01

Step 5

Pick a
stakeholder

04

Imagining
regenerative
partnerships

Next steps: Define opportunities
and map next steps

Generate ideas on what
forms a direct collaboration
could look like. More than
collaboration, imagine you
become one entity with
this stakeholder.

02

Generate
ideas for the
questions After placing an idea, answer

the questions below to see
how this idea could positively
impact the stakeholder, your
own company and why it it
isn’t already happening.

03

Answer the
questions

What are the values being exchanged between
these stakeholders at the moment. Draw arrows
between the stakeholders and write the values
that move between stakeholders.

02 Map value exchange

Do the values you mapped support long term
collaboration between the stakeholders?
Are they moving your company towards a more
sustainable, regenerative model? Now is your
chance to ideate and create values between the
stakeholders that could spark stronger long term
collaboration with a fair value exchange.
(Think: employee ownership, life-long learning
programs, what could your employees and
departments value other than money)

03 Create sustainable
value exchange

YOUR COMPANY



Discover:
Products &
Services
Discover circular
oportunities for your
products & services

Step 1

A tool to visualize what paths your
product goes through during its life.
Biological & Technical life cycle.

Have a look at this video in which
we are explaining the entire diagram
with examples for each of them:

Format
participants

facilitator

5

1

This tool was created by Nacar Design
multidisciplinar team. If you have any questions
or feedback regarding the tool, please do not
hesitate to contact info@nacardesign.com

Digital:

· We recommend loading the pdf into a Miro or Mural board
  and working directly on the slides on the boards.
· Upload the file pdf into Miro or Mural, then right click the file
  and click the unpack symbol above. This will load all pdf slides 
  separately in HQ.
· Facilitator can share their audio with participants while screen 
  sharing. A bit of music helps during the calm (brain) storms.
· Breaks are as important digitally as they are in presencial 
  workshops!

Workshop index
· Introduction to the topic and the butterfly diagram: 
  Done by facilitator
· Define your product:
  Silent Storm (everyone brainstorming individually for 15 minutes. 
  Followed by sharing)
· Map your product:
  Collaborative conversational session 
· Move to inner cycles:
  Silent Storm (everyone brainstorming individually for 15 minutes. 
  Followed by sharing)
· What next:
  Collaborative conversational session

Face-to-face:

· Print the pages on A3 and have post its and pens ready.
· Bring snacks
· If you are doing this during the COVID pandemic (or any other 
  apocalyptic virus scenario): To ensure social distancing we 
  recommend projecting the Miro board onto the wall and 
  everyone collaborating in a large well ventilated room. This 
  facilitates conversation without crossing paths, sharing pens etc.

Timing
A total of 5 products & product parts takes approx. 2,5h.
(3h with breaks)

· Introduction to the topic and the butterfly diagram: 20 min
· Define your product: 30 min (15 min ideating, 15 min sharing)
· Map your product: 15 min 
· Move to inner cycles: 30 min (15 min ideating, 15 min sharing)
· What next: 30 min, Revisit and pick opportunities 10 min, define 
  next steps 20 min

Don’t forget breaks & snacks in between

Intro to the
butterfly diagram

Step 4

What are the opportunities we found that we want
to continue ideating on? Revisit the opportunities
you discovered today and not them here.

What impact do you hope to have with opportunity?
(set a small and achievable goal)

What are the things we still have to answer before
continuing? Who can answer these questions
and how do we get in contact?

Who are the key players and collaborators we need
to make this happen?

What forces are working for us/supporting us in this
project? How can we amplify these forces?

What’s working against us? How do we plan
to address these challenges?

Next steps:
Define opportunities
and map next steps

Step 3

Step 2

Start out by looking at the product as a whole and write it down in the circle. Next look
at the inner ecosystem of the product. What are the functional areas of your product
that you want to focus on? Then map out the outer ecosystem of your product.
What are the products that enable the main value of your product.
Example (Product: Car, Inner ecosystem: Front seats, door, batteries, wheels etc.; Outer
ecosystem: street, charging stations, kid seats, ski boxes, etc.). 15 individual brainstorm
followed by sharing your findings.

01 Define your product

Go through each product and product part from your inner and outer ecosystem
and place them on the butterfly diagram. What cycles does your product go
through mostly after its use? Try to map a distribution per product like seen
below. Do this in an open conversation with your group.

01 Map your product using
the butterfly diagram

Now that you know what cycle your product passes
through after its useful life, it is time to find some first
ideas on how to enable your products to pass through
the innermost circles of the diagram. If your product
gets recycled only, think of how it might get maintained,
reused, or remanufactured.

02 Move to
inner circles

What’s its purpose?
How does it serve its purpose?

01 The product / service

Pick the products in each ecosystem that you
want to focus on. Now answer the 2 questions
for EACH of these products: Whxat is its purpose?
(What problem does it solve?) Then answer the
question: How does it serve its purpose? (With
what features is it solving the problem). 

02 Finding purpose

maintain 

reuse / redistribute

refurbish / remanufacture

userconsumer

recycle
materials / parts manufacturer

energy recovery

landfill

product manufacturer

retail / service provider

collection collection

mining / materials
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Technical
materials

What’s its purpose?
How does it serve its purpose?

02 The inner ecosystem
What’s its purpose?
How does it serve its purpose?

01 The outer ecosystem
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TH
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IT GETS MAINTAINED

You extend how long a
product or material stays
in use. This might mean
offering a product as a
service, as in car sharing
schemes.

How might this be
possible for my product?

01 02 03 04

What would be needed
or is standing in my way?
Why does it not already
exist?

IT GETS REUSED

You extend how long a
product or material stays
in use. This might mean
offering a product as a
service, as in car sharing
schemes.

How might this be
possible for my product?

What would be needed
or is standing in my way?
Why does it not already
exist?

IT GETS REMANUFACTURED

You extend how long a
product or material stays
in use. This might mean
offering a product as a
service, as in car sharing
schemes.

How might this be
possible for my product?

What would be needed
or is standing in my way?
Why does it not already
exist?

IT GETS RECYCLED

You extend how long a
product or material stays
in use. This might mean
offering a product as a
service, as in car sharing
schemes.

How might this be
possible for my product?

What would be needed
or is standing in my way?
Why does it not already
exist?


